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Spices can be defined as “vegetable products used for flavouring, seasoning and imparting aroma in foods” (FAO, 2005). Herbs are leafy spices, and some, like dill and coriander, can provide both spice seeds and leafy herbs. Many spice and culinary herb plants are widely regarded as having medicinal properties, and there is therefore some overlap between them and Medicinal Aromatic Plants (MAPs).

Around fifty spice and herb plants are of global trade importance, but many other spices and herbs crops are used in traditional cooking, healthcare, or other applications, in particular regions and traded locally. World markets for spices and herbs, particularly in industrializing countries and in local markets, 1. The Contemporary Encyclopedia of Herbs & Spices: Seasonings for the Global Kitchen. Louise Ellis-Barrett (Lower School Librarian, Dulwich College, London, UK). Reference Reviews. You may be able to access this content by login via Shibboleth, Open Athens or with your Emerald account. Login. If you would like to contact us about accessing this content, click the button and fill out the form. Contact us. To rent this content from Deepdyve, please click the button. Rent from Deepdyve. Opens in new window.